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;4,-IssU0s in Internatonal Education

The publication of this series'of papers reflects.tee Institute's
continuing concern with the critical issues in international
education. In recent years this concern has been expressed
particularly through, the Institute's sponsorship of the International'
Councils On Higher Education, which bring together chief
executives of universities in-the U.S. and other regions of 'the
world for examination of topics of shared interest°. Essays prepared
as subjects for discussion at these conferences will fo a portion
of the series, which will draw upon other, resources as ww 11.

Th-past- two decades -have been -a- period-of-enormous growth -in
educatilm throughout the World. As the role of education has
increased in dimension, the Choices involved in educational
decision-making have increased in complexity and in social impact.
It.is hoped that this series will contribute to the ongoing debate
on the issues of international education through examination
alternative viewpoints and through the publication
information. As international educati s r era has broadened
its scope beyond traditio way to include developmental
assistance and other concerns, the range of topics covered in the
series will reflect this breadth of interests in the field.

Papers in this series are prepared under'the direction of the
Office of Planning and Analysis, the progra'm planning and
development arm of HE. , r

0 197.58i-institute of International Education
809 United Nations Plaza. New Ygrk, N.Y. 10017 3
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I. Changed Structure

eclarations of Punta del
Est, the Consensus of Vina
del Mar, resolutions of the
CACTAL Confetence of
Brasilia, the Andean Pact

and the communiques of the 1974
Mexico City foreign ministers'
conference are among the
pronouncements that have punctuated a
stormy period of inter-American
relations which began in the early sixties.
These documents consistently affirm The

:individual personality' of Latin America
in their tone and iu the new relations
they seek to establish among the
countries of the region, and between
Latin America and the rest of the Ap.
They reject developmental determinism,
and intellectual dependency as inimical
to the legion's development. More
recently, the tides of inflation sweeping
the world and the energy crisis have
affected individual countries of Latin
America in different ways, but in their
combined effect have served to introckrce
new complekitieg into inter-American
relations. The passage of the 1974 U,S.
Trade Bill has _turned out to be yet
another pi of salt in a festering .

wound.

/These events are significant early
indicators of the contours of the new
power relations unfolding before us. In

hi
the case of Latin they bespeak a
determination to ac ve new and
advantageous terms of trade in
technolOgy, capitalizing on the region's
natural resources, its higher level of
development in comparison with other
developing regions, and especially its
institutional capacity to ingest new
technology. In spite of diversions in the
region and elsewhere from anti-science
and anti-technology forces, every one of
the declarations, resolutions and pacts
cited above place special emphasis on the
need for further rapid. development of
science and technology, and on the need
tb develop manpower, ideas, and
analyses for the fulfillmentof the,
economic and social development of -the

2

region. The Declarations of the
Presidents of the American Republics
assembled at Punta del Este gave impetus
to a vastly expanded Regional Program
of Science and Tedhnologyof the
Organization of American States (OAS).
The "Consensus of Vina del Mar"
pfescribed a specific set of actions to
which the U.S. and the Latin American
nations should address themselves in the
areas of science and technology. The
CACTAL (Cbnference on' the Application
of Science and Technology to Latin
Amefican Development) conferedce.held
in Brasilia (1972) subjected these and a
variety of other ideas to vigorous debate.

f .
Subsequent official announcements from
the U.S. have re-emphasized U.S. desire
to share its technology with Latin
America, but concrete mechanisms and
incentives to translate this desire into
actionable- programs have yet to appear
from either side. However, articles.
related to the transfer of technology
have become commonplace in most
recent cultural-and trade agreements
between the U.S. and other countries.

While these major events were taking
place in the political arena, Latin
American universities were re-examining
their goals and their external,
relationships. Structural changes
intended to modernize traditional .

'university structures in Latin America
had yielded mixed results. Many
universities16d created institutes of
basic sciences or established general
studies programs to horizontally
interconnect their disparate and
vertically integrated faculties. In most
cases, basic sciences and mathematics
were jhe firSt disciplines around which
general studies programs were built, This
provided the opportunity for universities
to introduce new experimental
approaches to the teaching of these basic
disciplihes and to the modernization of
facilitibs and curricula. The basic science
institutes also provided desperately
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needed underpinning for engineering
programg, whic1). also underwent
updating during the late sixties and early
seventies.

Basic sciences started as parts of the
general studies programs, grew to become
independent licenciatura' prOirzfins
and are now providing new kinds_of,
specialists in the basic sciences. This
structural transformation is often
criticized because it is an innovation
patterned after U.S. models and 'ruse
it might not provide`the solution to
all the, problems of Latin American
universities, many of which have their
rots in the long history and culture'of
the continent. It would appear that
structural changes introduced barely a
decade ago need time tb undergo
Aidditiondl transformation _before they .

come to support the stable universities
,of the future in Latin America. The fact
that certain private universities have

.z.tdone bettei in adapting these innovations
than public universities might say..
something about -thy difficulty of
Institutional modernization in the region.

A second major change in higher
education in Latin America is the-
explosive growth of.graduate education,
especially in- scientific and engineering
fields. Establishedon the basis of the
urgent need for high level manpower by
industry, government and higher_
education itselfand as a method of
lifting the quality of higher education
graduate programs in the sciences and
engineering have helped to develop
centers of creativity in the region where
none existed before. Nurtured properly,
they piomise to provide a network of
institutions necessary not only to
interact With and adapt, technology from
outside, but to develop technologies
indigenously. Appropriateness of
imported technologyand the relevance
of training abroad can be questioned by
the developing countries ad nauseam
but unless indigenous graduate programs
and related science and technology
institutions are given the freedom and
incentive to attain parity with those of
the developed countries, dependence
will continue and autonomy will be just

- a slogan.

Two other institutional developments
are worthy of note as we review
structural changes in Latin American
science and technology. Almost every
country-in the region now has a national
council of science and technology, or will
soon have one. These councils have been
helpful in providing support for scientific
and technological tesearch in the
universities, thereby augmenting the .

meager investments the universities can ,

make in support of research oat of their
regular budgets. It is probablytrue that
in several countries funds'available to

e the research councils are not sufficient
to meet even the current demand, let
alone to'finance major new types of

\actiyity. It may also be true that some
councils have become too bUreaucratized
to be innovative in the support of .

research and in mustering support from
variety of national and international
agencies to develop major programs of
research. In some cases, local financing
through the councils is supplemented by
the OAS Regional Program of Science
and Technology, the agencies of the
United Nations, and by other
international organizations and
foundations. There is evidence, however;
to indicate that in real terms the
international aioncia and foundations
are not investing as heavily in science
and technology as they did in the period
1965-70.

Parallel to the research councils are the
national associations of universities and
the councils of rectors. Charged with the
difficult task of allocating national funds
to universities, and controlling the
expansion of the number of universities,
courses and programs, these associations
have had varying degrees of success in
discharging their responsibilities. Even
the developed countries with advanced
syst4 of higher education have not
had much success in controlling the
growtli of university systems and relating
their output to national needs. .

Region-wide-federations of university
associations have also had a checkered
history. Associations such as the
GULERPE (Latin American Study -
Group on the Reform and Improvement
of Education) and UDUAL (Union of
Latin American Universities) have had
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great difficulty in aLhieving linancial
viability. Other university asOciations
such as UNICA (The Apociation
Caribbean Universities and' Research
Institutes) CSUCA (The Higher
University Council of.Central Ameiican
Universities) and CJIEAR (Cciuncii`Cin
Higher Education in the American
Republics) continue to render service to
Higher ed.ucaton in spite. of the
discontinnities inituuling available to
them. The potential of_ Latin American
university associations for furthering
collaboration with universitia in other
regions of the world deserves urgent
study.

To complete this rapid review of
structural changes and some of,the major
implications of these changes, one must
note a variety' of other experiments thdt
have taken place on the Latin Amerjcan
higher education landscape in the, jast
decade. Countries have cautiously moved,
into t he, realm of subprofessiorial
technical education, as in Brazil with the
Operational Eitsineering Program, anti in
Chile with the Regional College Programs
of the University of °file.
Decentralization of the massive -

university systems in Chile and Mexico, .

the emergence of Latin American prkate
foundations in a few countries,
experimentation with television in higher
education,`reform of scienceic`lirricula at_
the school level,--anifprograms to link -
research in science and engineering at the
universities with the needs of industry
and government are-some exciting
develoimients in the latin American.
region which brighten a picture that in
the heat of confrontdtiOn politic's is too
often drawn in dark colors.

To this observer, the accoMplishments of
the past ten years-in erecting an
infrastructure of scientific and
technological institutions have been
quite substantial. The big task o putting
tliese institutions to work to alize
social and economic objecti es for which
they were created lies ahead: and that is
largely the responsibility of indigenous
leadership. Tvhis task is a long-term
undertaking and in some senses will-
never be completed.

.

Many of the development agencies which
originally collaborated in the effort t&
build an infrastructure argue that, as fir
as science and technology are concernid,
the Latin American region.now'has
institutions and competeth people to
man them. Therefore, it is argued,
external assistance jvio longer required
in the same volume and for the same -

purposes. Pitvision of technical
assistance intLinstitutionabievelopment
through externally supplied gxpertise
are no longer the objectives of
development agencies interested in Latin
America. In fact, it is said that Latin
America pas much to contribute to the
rest of the developing.workas a
laboratory of development.expe.Fience.
Some countries in the region now \have
the capacity in certain fields to,render
such service to other developing regions.
Viewed in this perspective, `dependencia'
becoines a shop-worn idea which may
have servedits purpose. `Dependencia'
may be replaced by the more positive
ideology of Intadependencia.'
which Latin American universities and
other scientific and technological
institutions might play the truly-
international role to which they aspire.

Consolidation of the gains made thus far,
imprbvemen t of the management of the
new and the old institutions and
programs, re-examination of national and

-institutional priorities, and the
..,..:fashioning of c9igtruetive relationships

with centers41 intellectual activity
around the constitute a complex
agenda that will keep Latin-American
educators busy for quite some time. This
is the moment to breathe new meaning
and vitality into the external
relationships so that autarchic ideas and
procedures will not smother intellectual
interchange betWeen the U.S., Latin
America and the rest of the world.

With the expansion of Latin American
universities and the development of
graduate programs in the region, it
possible that in years ahead student
exchange will involvea greater
proportion of graduate students and
senior scholars than undergraduates,
although programs such as the
Venezuelan goverriment's Gran- Marischal
de Ayacucho Scholarship Program may

7



ske' this trendsom-e\the near
future.-The travel of U.S. scholars to
Latin America for research and teaching
has'awarently' slowed quite considerably

.wrt-ri the decrease in the number of .
inter-u niVersi tycollabora tion programs
supported by the U.S, Agency for
lnternatiOnal Deielopinent and the
Major foundats. However, statistics
on scholarly exchange within the
heinisphert have been unreliable it is
therefore quite difficult toquantity th
size ofJhe gap that may be developi
in scholarly communication between

-the U.S. and Latin American countries.

.Unless a new grand strategy emerges in
the near ftiture', it is perhaps unrealisti
to think that external-resources of tI
magnitude that were available during the-
19604970 period.for scientific and
technological deyelopment "ag9in
be available in the next ten years, Many
of the resources necessary for further.
development of the universities and of ,

the research and development 4

infrastructure are likely to be internally
generated in the region. Venezuela's
beneficence in sharing,its-new petrbleum

e riches both through the Inter,American
Development Bank and bilaterally with
countries of the region is a commendable
initiatiNe. What portion of these grants
and loans will go to the support or hjgher
education and scientific and _

technological research and development
is not yet clear. ,

The develormenf of coll4biOrative tiros
is not in itself a new sugge4oK Such
interactions have already ttziteuplace
with fruitful results.17,avorahle conditions
for interaction Ore,ail iW Latin America
todliy.The number of competent
scientists and technologists in the region.
hai increased over the past decade,
laboratvy ficilities have improved
significrintly-in -a-dozen or more-majoix
link, rsities and-researeaceleri,
co nmunication and ta,tran sm iss n
tacilitieS 1--b mg estabfaed a mostij rtantly, rese.ar(h commu ties have
identified re,sedrch prioritip
in respons6to funding ag cy demands.
Relevance of research t development
ne s of the nation is a criterion -
freqrien0 applied by funding agencies
in Latin America.

It is not illy purpose here to suggest an
agenda fof collaborative research. Since
such research assumes Mutually'
agreed-upon goals and procedures and a
divisioyi of responsibilities betWeen the
collaborators, a research agenda featuring
a set of 'common' or 'convergent'
program areas or themes could be easily
arrived at. Sofia4 scientists have pointed
out that the.01'oblems of urban
congestion, maldistribut ion of income,
alienation, population growth,
environmental decay, and resource
depletion are c nmon to bc;..tyli developed
and develo ig countries, and::.t.hat they
vary o in degree andmin the intensity
of, i en- impact.

A similar set of 'convergent'
-in which science and technol
significant role can be e
assembled. An agetid'
research so deriv
scientific and
in the
would
deal'
to

11. Changing Priorities

iven the constraints that
seem to be ,devdbping;and
the lessened need for -

external technical assistance
for institutional

devel pment, it would aPpear that the
inost iyaningful kinds of relationships
that Latin American universities and
scientific and technological research,
institutions could have with their
counterpar'ts in the U.S. and elsewhere
would be through collaborative re,seaych.
(This (Ides not exclude, howeVer, the
traditional exchange of teachNrs-and
students that will need to continue,.)

-4

pro ms
play a

y easily
or collaborative

would include
chnological research

senses of these terms, but
so include the 'softer' aspects

g with societal impact of the new,
inologies and the policy alternatives

vailable for consideration by decision
ersn that society. CollaboratiOn in

'researC----,,t116 'harder' sciences arid
rhaps easier than in

'nose of the longer
colla:-xtidn in.the

olicy

technologies is
the polity sciences,
history1of scientific

----ion and also because analyst
(
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afternativekrequires a `ultidist:iplinary
interactiona tradition'tliat is only
slowly being established in the region.

The choice4if subjects of mutual, interest
available for scientific and technological
-research is enormous:

1. aiiplicatiorr of spas:e age
technoloeies, for resource surveys'

`and. for educationaland social
applications.
research on ocean resources
including studies of population

ydynamics of commercially
significant varieties of krill,
anchovies; shrimp's and-oysters.
developmentOf new technologies '
for pr6ervation-And packaging for..,
local distributioti; and for export.
a major program -01. varietal
improvement of food crops drawing
upon.research at-the two major
international agricultural centers io
Mexico and Columbia.

5. a scientific assaulton'plant and
animal d iseaseswith multinational
and ifiterdisaPlinary teams..

6.. a major attack on endemic diseases/ such as the Chagas disease,
7., further explorations into the

,relation between malnutrition and
cognitive development (in the study
of which Latin American scientists
have achided -rfernational

4:

distinction)
8. d&velopi n't of communicittions

techyo pies, including development
o tin American cavity to move

eyond assembly of consumer'
electronic apparatus to actual
design and manufacture of-the
basic components.

, 9. encouragement of university
researchon sapdropriate'
technologies to take advantage of
the factor endOwments of The
countries Of the region.

. 10. program of research
ials technology from steel,

alloys to building construction`
*dais.

6

.

The list cou d-be_ektended. Much initial
work in the areas mentioned has already
been supported by the OAS Regional .

Pfogram in Science and Technology, and
by other assistance agencies'and
foundations. Thy,- need now seems to be
to focus these fforts, to give them a
mission origin ation, and to car fully
select local niversities and. researc

/institutes hich-can assume operatidnal
respon ility'for the execution of
spe is research projects. In the past.

e process of grant-making and
administration has tended to become.
too rigid. De-bureaucratization of the
entire prOcess is urgent if the'necessary
interdisCiplinaCy and hitfr-institutional
interactionin such 'protiiern-oriented
research is to take place. As U.S.
institutions now the'receiving end of
research support' from Latin American
countries are discovering, bu-reaucracies
everywhere have great difficulty in
dealing with research communities,
especially those away from their shores,
The shoe Pinches even on the other foot."

Equally exciting possibilities for
hemispheric interaction exist in the area -
of scientific and technological policy -

studies. Stimulated by the earlier work
in Europe at the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development,
and respondingto the pressure within
the U.S. for a re-examination of national
priorities and of the role of science and
technology in economic and social
development, a varietyof policy analysis
centers' ve emerged on the U.S.
unive itY scene. New approaches to

ecastiug technology and ITS sessing
conseque flees/ of technology on society
range from die highly mathematical to
flie-hpristic. in most cases, the
approach is multidisciplinary .,and the
objective lao'exaMine the.protess o
decisidnimaking in the society at is ge,
within the scientific and technolo ical
institutional structure and at the, level
of the alit, and to suggest alternative
policiekfdtdecision makers to ponder,
and tdotilhooses.-

ues464i'elated to technology t4nsfer,
.

i$
costs and benefits or di vestment
decisions, indigenotikesea clVand
development vs. inipyiastion of

4;

.
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technology, 'unbundling' of technOlogy
'imported from outside:appropriate

- technologies and their cosf4ndaf.fect
-ciri employment generation and inco e
distribution, the effect of govoinme t
policies, incentives and disincenti

, innovation at the firm level, hui ar{
resource availability nd newe
apprpaches. to:for casting ar s-6ine
of the policy q estions on }rich
university re arch group. could
collaborat . Certain elf rts have already
begun atin Amer an research
cente -in Brazil, gentina; Chile;
Me and the h adquarters of the

dean Pactin im9.4ru, among
others. In this ath7 sensitive area.

. collaboratio co)ild start with the sharing
of nigtho'd logfes (which are stilkn the
early sta es Of,development in tilt' U.S.
and-Et oPe)'and then lead to more
subs antive discussions, stithat policy
alt' rnatives are illuminated prio'r to

litical confrontation based on
incomplete data and analysis.

The immediate need appears to be to
strengtlwAr national policy analysis
groups in the region, particularly by
'involving social scientists and
technologists such programs. National
Research Councils are understan 'ibly
more used to the idea of making search
grants for scientific and technicz
research than they are to the idea of- ,

supporting policy - relevant research in
scie nee and technology:

A second step would be to proVide for
opportunities for such groups to
exchange Vs and data more frequently-
than is now possible. The CACTAL
conference provided one such
opportunity. The interactiOn of Latin

, American policy research groups with
their counterpirts in the U.S. and
elsewhere is somewhat haphazard, at this

'point. However, thp Council of the
Americas has initiated a series of
conversations among business leaders
and is su porting 'some research ini the

4

academic_comntunity.'U.S. universities
have estabtished degree programs in.
science and technology policy analysis
as have sonte British universities, which
provides an opportunity to establish
further' reralionship's. \
While Opportunities for collaboration
in misiipn-oriented -scientifje and
technological projects and policy exist,
a serious information gap has developed`
beca se of the-hiatus.in the relations.
betwee Latin America and tlic U.
Several scie fic symposia with
unbroken recore for continuity have
had to be snspendee , .nd travel to Lalin
'American from around t
been affected bj,_funging oreign
exchange problems. The :mace ' ilicy
Seminarssponsored b he U.S. Nati. -al
Academy of aciences'in collaboration
with national reach councils in Latin
America and t well-attended American
Association or the Advancement of
Science7 oilsejo Nacional de Ciencia

'y Tecriologia-conference "Man in the
Americas" suggest the kinds of
productive interchange that should
continue if countries of the hemisphere',
wish not to isolate themselves from each
other. A scientific weekly similar to
Nature or Science, reporting on current
research in Latin America, would appear
to be an urgent need. Such a journal
could possibly include Spanish and
Portuguese abstracts of articles appearing

`in Nature, Science and similar U.S. and.:'
European publications.

Some innovations in funding of res
in satin Amerit are desperatel
especially in support of regio

'networking activities and i
dissemination. Experipn
Regional Program in
Technology would

'diffidult to susta
time 'if financi

ormation
With the t AS

ence and
ggest that it is

research groups over
support is subject to

the vagaries of political decisions. New .4

administrative methods of dovetailing
actions of national research councils and
regionally administered programs of
assistance wherevepossible would help
to ensure that duplications are avoided.--;-.
Alternatively, such coordination would
asslre that. rajor projects are not
underfinanced.

10
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,Paradonically, while at least some Latin,

- American countries find themselves in a
poSition tost,ipport research activities
Of theiVeientists, U.S. scientists find
themselves the,unaccustomed position
orhaving negligible support to-respond
to requests for collaboration from Latin
Athericans, much less o initiate
ntlep dent resear on Latin,A.merican
ro ems in the . One hopes that Ais
ndition is t sitory and that the -

hi e y s Jong and cordial relations
, among'the niversities of the region will

du' e changes in the offing in
ittcr relationships among the nations

of-t 4mispivere

iw
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About IIE
The Institute of International Education was founded in 1919 t0'
promote international understanding through education. It
administers scholarship and fellowship prograMs fdr the U.S. and

_foreign governments, universities, foundations, corporations
and international organizations, and provides support serviceso
researchers and advishs on developmental assistance projects-
abroad, Seeking to promote effeCtive educational' intefchange, IIE
offers information and consultative services through a network
of offices in,the U.S. and overseas and carries on an eidensive
schedule oT-seminars and workshops. IIE acts_as the,parentagency
for the International Councilsron Education;which bring z
together TS. and tortign university heads and other educah
policy-makers in a contintiing:Series.ofconferen/ces.._-__ _
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U.S. REGIONAL OFFICES
MIDWEST .

65 East SouthWater Street/Chicago, Illinois 60601
Tel.-; (3'12) 236-8232 .

ROCKY MOUNTAIN .

Capitql. Life Center.
East 16th Avenue at-Grant Stree*Denver, Colorado
80203 *

Tel.: (303) 222 -1895

SOUTHEAST
.1 132 West Peachtree, N.W., Suite 108/Atlanta,
Georgia 30 309
Tel: (404) 8,73 -2851

SOUTHERN
Suite 1-A, World Trade Center/1-520 Teias Avente,

,Houston, Texas 77002
Tel.: (713) 228 -7497

-

WASHINGTON .
1709 New York A'venue,'N.W./Washington, 15.c.
2 000 6: ,

Tel : (202) 872-9060
WE4 COAST i .

4.2 2 Wilshire BoulevSd/Los 'ngeles, California
9 0017 . -.

Tel : (213) 481:2890 /..
. San Franciw'office .6

29 Ge4/StreettS fincisco lifornia 94102;
Tel.: (4) 362-,65

l

OVERSEAS OFFICES.
EAST AFRICA'

P.0 Box 45869, Nairobi, Kenjra
Tel.: 26112. Cable INTERED,

MEXICO
Benjamin.Franklin/tOndres'k6/Mexico 6, D.F.

c' Cable IIEMEX
SOUTH AMERICA

(Address inqurties for South America
to IIE/Chicago, Cable MESA); -

Aparta4 300, Lima I, Peru
Tel:: 2-W1 1. Cable INTERED
Branch Office at Mdneda 1467; Casilla 92
Santiago, Chile -

.SOUTHEASTERASIA
P.O. Box 6907, shnshatstiL Hong,Kdag.
Tel,: 3- 670125, Cable AISFACI'S/
BranCh office at tbe National ducatiotr'Commiision
Building, Sukhothai Road;', Bangkok abailand /

Institute of7 ncernationalEdlicattot
809 United Nations ilazaNew-Yodc, N. 1017 (212)883420D
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